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ABSTRACT

Access control and query optimization are treated as separate functions in database

management systems, even though the behavior of both is similar. The point of

query optimization is to reduce the amount of data the query engine searches to

just that which is relevant to the search. Since the user should never have access

to restricted data then it is irrelevant to the user’s search and can be ignored by

the query engine. In fact, combining them would not only reduce overhead, but

would also improve the functionality of both. Access control could improve query

optimization by removing forbidden data from the search space along with irrelevant

data. Query optimization could improve access control by enabling forbidden data to

never be accessed by the query engine. The problem of combining access control and

query optimization is especially interesting with tree based semi-structured data. A

major part of query optimization for tree based semi-structured data is deciding

which branches of the tree need to be searched. Assuming that all descendants of

a forbidden node are also forbidden, then the query engine can skip searching any

branch that has a forbidden node as the root or is not relevant to the query.

The tree based semi-structured data model XML has become widely used in

the last decade for storing data because of its flexibility, simplicity, and ease of

sharing over the web. XML databases such as Berkeley DBXML, IBM’s DB2, and

Oracle’s 10g XML Db have been developed to meet the commercial demand for

XML storage. As the size and the viewing audience of XML data have grown so has

the need for efficient query and access control methods. This proposal addresses the

problems of implementing query optimization and access control together on XML

data stored in a database.

This thesis presents the Security Index, or SIndex, and describes how it can

be used to implement access control and query optimization on an XML database.

Also presented is how the SIndex has been implemented in the XML database

management system called Berkeley DBXML, and how the DBMS with the SIndex

performs compared to other commercial and research DBMS.
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